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WESH (formerly as SELAM)

WESH started as SELAM (Society for Executive Leadership in Academic Medicine) in 1998, when the organization was founded as a Mailing List serendipitously. In 2007, SELAM was renamed WESH to be consistent with the theme of New Frontiers (i.e., political and economic). In July 2011, the Board of Directors met as a part of Annual Meeting to discuss a name choice and new acronyms. We used scrabble tiles to come up with new words that are important to our members: Executive, Women, Healthcare, Science, WESH (Women Executives in Science and Healthcare).
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The renewal to global health arenas.

WESH has evolved into a venue for very senior level leaders.

Examples of WESH Approaches (2012, 2013)

• Shared leadership
• Teams for teams
• FT — formal and informal mentorship programs
• Program planning
• Published articles
• WESH Leadership Journal
• WESH Presidents 1998–2015
• Annual National Leadership Award
• Annual Executive Leadership Survey
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